17_086: "in sweden annotating the clouds seen in the sky on my way to work and in
djursholm attending august seeing many animals and sculptures"
13_105: "attempting a spiral closing in itself with no space in between but not
really succeeding in rendering the idea once the painting has been filtered and
realizing that all these painting decorating the sides of my cathedral represents
the water of a noah like ark"
10_146: "public spaces captured while waiting for little livia to be born taking
small walks with myrthe and alone enjoying some sun particularly next to the river
waal and later capturing the area around the hospital spending the first nights at
the hospital before going home to culemborg and pretty much staying there and
taking filming both in the town and along the river"
06_075: "taking an extensive bike ride with august in a beautiful winter day in
the netherlands discovering new places and keeping a low but constant pace also
using a normal city bike and not my racing bike and getting wind and some saddle
pain towards the end"
13_106: "painting executed in the little time left while attending little livia
and being often interrupted but nonetheless managing to keep a simple surface
without too much depth and the basic colors"
01_170: "the month in which my daughter livia was born and month characterized
with a lot more utensils used for example to feed her or anyway to clean the house
and give her small baths with a high number of objects used but also some nice
days spent biking or walking with august and still managing to keep up with my own
project despite the nights trying to pacify crying livia"
04_103: "a month awaiting for little livia to be born and only breathing the
traffic walking on the small dutch dikes and later after many days spent home
attending the new baby inhaling some traffic emissions biking with august and
walking with him in utrecht"
08_181: "gray and often rainy weather picking trash during an exceptionally sunny
cold day in amsterdam after accompanying august to the airport and also picking
some trash while in culemborg talking small walks with pregnant myrthe"
08_182: "still picking trash while taking small walks through the small historical
center in culemborg with myrthe very pregnant and unable to go too far"
08_183: "picking trash around the hospital awaiting for myrthe and newly born
livia to be released from the hospital and also picking trash while with august
walking extensively in culemborg with the wind disseminating garbage everywhere
and in utrecht"

08_184: "trash collected walking around with august in culemborg and in a nice
sunny day walking extensively through amsterdam after dropping him at the airport"
13_107: "painting executed again in the free time while looking after baby livia
and managing a more dynamic shape with a full palette of primary colours still
however refining the edges on my computer"
14_117: "walking with very pregnant myrthe first in culemborg and then for the
first time pushing new born livia on a stroller also with august on my side and
with him walking in utrecht beside taking livia for walks on the dikes and a
solitary walk in amsterdam after dropping august at the airport"
18_114: "a month with only a few days without wind bringing at last some blue sky
and sun also with the birth of livia and becoming quite subtle during august stay
here in holland and very siberian cold and strong after he left"
13_108: "now finding more time to paint with livia sleeping during the day yet
keeping the paintings very simple and with few coloUrs going for one spiral well
inscribed in the square panel"
09_141: "several minor casualties all around the world and particularly in europe
while hundreds died in the besieged neighborhood of the syrian capital reading the
news mostly on my phone while in holland"

